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The molecular etiology of obesity predisposition is largely unknown. Here, we present evidence that genetic
variation in TBC1D1 confers risk for severe obesity in females. We identified a coding variant (R125W) in
TBC1D1 that segregated with the disease in 4p15–14-linked obesity pedigrees. In cases derived from pedi-
grees with the strongest linkage evidence, the variant was significantly associated with obesity
(P 5 0.000007) and chromosomes carrying R125W accounted for the majority of the evidence that originally
linked 4p15–14 with the disease. In addition, by selecting families that segregated R125W with obesity, we
were able to generate highly significant linkage evidence for an obesity predisposition locus at 4q34–35.
This result provides additional and confirming evidence that R125W affects obesity susceptibility, delimits
the location of an obesity gene at 4q34–35 and identifies a gene/gene interaction that influences the risk
for obesity predisposition. Finally, although the function of TBC1D1 is unknown, the protein is structurally
similar to a known regulator of insulin-mediated Glut4 translocation.

INTRODUCTION

The incidence of obesity has reached epidemic levels in the
developed world (1,2). If unchecked, the rising rates of
obesity (and its associated morbidities) pose a significant
threat to human health and a costly burden to public healthcare
systems. Unfortunately, patients with severe obesity [usually
defined as having a body-mass index (BMI) of over 35] have
very few medical options. In fact, with the exception of surgical
intervention, there are no effective long-term therapies (3). Our
goal is to define the genetic etiology of obesity predisposition to
enable the development of effective therapeutic interventions.

Obesity is a complex genetic disease. Although it is clearly
heritable (4–6) (e.g. first-degree relatives of obese patients

have up to a 9-fold increase in disease risk (7)), the segre-
gation of the disease in obesity-prone families is non-
Mendelian (8). Also, many studies have provided evidence
to suggest that risk for obesity is determined not only by
specific genotypes but also by significant gene/gene and
gene/environment interactions (9–12).

There have been many attempts to identify genes involved
in the predisposition to common obesity, but presumably
because of the genetic complexity, these efforts have had
only mixed success (6,13). Studies focused on rare forms of
obesity have been more productive. Mutations in several
genes have been linked to monogenic obesity. Also, several
genes have been implicated in syndromic obesity (i.e.
obesity with other clinically significant phenotypes not
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usually associated with the disease). However, genetic causes
of the common form of this disease remain poorly defined.

We previously identified a linkage to severe obesity in
females at 4p15–14 (14). In that study, we increased the like-
lihood of finding obesity-causing genes by selecting pedigrees
with multiple, severely affected members. As a result, we
obtained highly significant linkage evidence to severe
obesity, with heterogeneity LOD (HLOD) score over
9. Although our analysis was done in Caucasian pedigrees,
the same interval (4p15–14) was subsequently linked to
high BMI values in a Mexican-American cohort (15).

Here, we present evidence that variation in TBC1D1 (tre-2/
USP6, BUB2, cdc16 domain family member 1) underlies the
4p15–14 obesity locus. Interestingly, the evidence presented
suggests that TBC1D1 confers obesity risk only in combi-
nation with disease-promoting variation elsewhere in the
genome. Finally, we show that TBC1D1 is similar structurally
to AS160 (Akt substrate of 160 kDa), a known regulator of the
insulin-signaling pathway.

RESULTS

Defining the genomic interval for selection of
candidate genes

Typically, the exact position of a disease gene cannot be deter-
mined from the linkage analysis. However, linkage data can

provide an approximate location, which can be used to
define the genomic interval that is most likely to contain the
gene of interest (the linkage interval).

Because obesity is a common disease, some of the affected
females in the 4p15–14-linked pedigrees are likely to be
sporadic cases (i.e. affected due to any factor other than the
presumptive locus at 4p15–14). This made it difficult to
construct a reliable recombinant map to delimit the linkage
interval. Therefore, we defined the linkage interval on the
basis of a straightforward analysis of the LOD scores.
Central to this approach is the assumption that the position
of the highest HLOD score approximates the position of the
disease gene. However, for a complex disorder, this supposi-
tion may not be true. Studies have shown that errors in both
phenotypes and linkage models can shift the location of the
highest HLOD score away from the disease gene (16). To
compensate, we defined the boundaries of our linkage interval
based on a larger than typical drop in HLOD. Where possible,
we used at least a two-unit reduction of HLOD score and
defined an interval that was supported by both parametric
and non-parametric linkage analyses. To satisfy as many of
these requirements as reasonably possible, we selected the
interval from 4-MYR0264 (an STR marker developed for
this study at position 30 502 000 bp) (14) to D4S1581 for sub-
sequent selection of candidate genes (Fig. 1). This region
spans �7.5 Mb according to the most recent assembly of the
human genome (Build 35, May 2004).

Figure 1. HLODs used to define linkage interval. The region shown is from 4-MYR0264 to D4S1581. The colored lines correspond to the results from four
different linkage analyses: purple, NPL; red, codominant model; green, dominant model; blue, recessive model. The phenotype is females-only BMI (14).
HLOD or NPL score is plotted on the y-axis and physical position (in Mb) on the x-axis. For all relevant figures, the physical position is based on the
NCBI genome assembly Build 35.
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Resequencing candidate genes

To identify the obesity gene at 4p15–14, we first identified all
positional candidate genes between 4-MYR0264 and
D4S1581 by comparing the genomic sequence derived from
this interval with expressed sequence in the public domain.
A representative cDNA clone defined a candidate gene if the
clone was derived from the interval and contained a potential
open-reading frame of at least 60 amino acids. In total, we
identified 16 candidate genes between 4-MYR0264 and
D4S1581. For comparison, the region contains six reference
genes.

Next, we searched for genetic variation that segregated with
obesity by resequencing each candidate gene in obese individ-
uals that carried one of the 10 disease-associated haplotypes
(Table 1). The disease-associated haplotypes were identified
from the nine families that generated a LOD � 1 in the
linkage interval under a dominant genetic model (see Materials
and Methods and Table 1 for details). Importantly, each
disease-associated haplotype generated significant statistical
evidence that it cosegregated with obesity. Although any
variant on a disease-associated haplotype could potentially
cause obesity, we focused on variants likely to have an effect
on gene function. Therefore, we resequenced only exons and
intronic sequence within 50 bp of an intron/exon junction.

As a result of resequencing candidate genes, we identified
68 variable positions within the linkage interval. By resequen-
cing two subjects from each selected pedigree, we were able to
make a putative determination of which variants were on a
disease-associated haplotype (see example in Fig. 2). If a
variant occurred in multiple families, we compared the
number of times it was assigned to a disease-associated haplo-
type with the total number of observations. We arbitrarily
classified the variant as segregating with obesity if it was on
disease-associated haplotypes at least 70% of the time. It is
likely that variants (and especially common variants) were
over-assigned to disease-associated haplotypes, but the bias
was intended to maximize our ability to identify variants
that potentially segregated with obesity and warranted
further investigation.

By these criteria, 16 of the 68 variants were selected as
possibly segregating with obesity. The segregating variants
were candidates for disease-causing variation and were

evaluated further by comparing their frequency within the 10
disease-associated haplotypes (always assuming the variant
was on the disease-associated haplotype) with their frequency
in 90 unrelated Utah CEPH samples (population controls). On
the basis of this comparison, we identified three variants that
were significantly enriched (P , 0.05) on disease-associated
haplotypes. The first variant is located in the candidate gene
represented by GenBank clone BG181206 (P ¼ 0.04). The
variant is located in an intron, 38 nucleotides upstream of
the intron/exon junction. The second variant is located in the
candidate gene represented by GenBank clone BX099393
(P ¼ 0.02). Again, this variant is in an intron, 40 nucleotides

Table 1. Pedigrees with LOD scores �1.0 in 4p15–14

Family Highest dominant
LOD score in linkage
interval

Disease-associated haplotypes Number of affected females
(BMI � 35) with R(125)W/total
number of affected
females in pedigree

Number of
haplotypes

Haplotype(s) contain
R(125)W allele of TBC1D1

43601 3.4 2 Yes (2 of 2) 15/16
604401 2.0 1 No —
7380 1.4 1 Yes 6/7
7444 1.4 1 No —
708201 1.3 1 Yes 5/5
722801 1.2 1 Yes 9/12
72561 1.0 1 Yes 6/7
11135 1.0 1 No —
7135101 1.0 1 Yes 6/10

Figure 2. Fragment of 4p15–14-linked pedigree that segregates a
disease-associated haplotype. The haplotype marked in yellow was selected
as disease-associated and, irrespective of the drawing, could have originated
from either founder. The subjects marked with an arrow (!) were rese-
quenced and share a disease-associated haplotype. Therefore, variants
carried by both subjects were assigned to the disease-associated haplotype.
Black symbol, BMI � 35; half-black symbol, BMI 30–35; open symbol,
BMI � 30; gray symbol, unknown BMI (these subjects did not participate in
the study). The five-marker haplotype is derived from D4S2995, D4S3040,
D4S1581, D4S2382 and D4S405. Numbers correspond to specific alleles
and dots depict missing genotypes. The red lines indicate recombinant
break-points.
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upstream of the intron/exon junction. Both BX099393 and
BG181206 are derived from the spliced ESTs, but are other-
wise uncharacterized. Neither gene contains a compelling
ORF (68 and 71 amino acids, respectively), nor are they
similar to any other gene sequence in the public domain
(excluding a small segment of repetitive DNA in
BX099393). The third variant is located in the candidate
gene TBC1D1 (P ¼ 0.000008). The variant is at position
125 in the full-length peptide and results in the substitution
of tryptophan for arginine (R125W).

In the linkage interval, we identified 68 variable positions.
Therefore, the P-values described earlier should be adjusted
for 68 tests. Importantly, the P-value for R125W remained
significant (adjusted P ¼ 0.00054). The P-values for
BX099393 and BG181206 were not significant after
adjustment.

Genetic evidence linking TBC1D1 with obesity
predisposition

On the basis of the results from resequencing candidate genes,
we focused our analysis on TBC1D1 as a candidate for the
obesity predisposition gene at 4p15–14. In particular, we
identified the missense variant, R125W, as potentially respon-
sible for predisposition to obesity. Our initial observation was
that the R125W variant segregated with affected females in
seven out of 10 of the disease-associated haplotypes
(Table 1). The assignment of R125W to the disease-associated
haplotypes was confirmed by resequencing additional subjects
in the linked pedigrees. For example, in family 43601, 15 of

the 16 female members with a BMI �35 carried the W
allele of TBC1D1. In general, when R125W was observed
in a disease pedigree, it segregated with obesity. The excep-
tion was family 7135101. In this pedigree, only six of 10
affected females carried the W allele, and as a result, although
the pedigree generates a LOD score of over 1.0 in the linkage
interval, at TBC1D1, the LOD score dropped to 0.5.

Two additional results strengthened the link between
TBC1D1 and obesity predisposition. First, when the number
of control haplotypes in the comparison was increased, the
enrichment of R125W in the disease-associated haplotypes
remained statistically significant. Initially, we compared the
frequency of R125W in the disease-associated haplotypes
with 90 unrelated CEPH samples. We increased the control
set to include an additional 333 unrelated subjects (666 haplo-
types) derived from the Utah population. When compared with
this final set of population controls, R125W remained signifi-
cantly enriched in disease-associated haplotypes with a
P-value of 0.000007 (7/10 versus 77/846).

Second, R125W-containing haplotypes generated the
majority of the evidence that originally linked obesity to
4p15–14. This is consistent with the view that R125W con-
tributes to obesity predisposition. To evaluate this, we geno-
typed our entire pedigree set at position 125 in TBC1D1.
HLOD scores were recalculated excluding female carriers of
R125W from the analysis (i.e. their phenotype was changed
to unknown). The HLOD scores in the 4p15–14 region were
dramatically affected (Fig. 3). The change in phenotype to
unknown only affected 24% of the females with BMIs .35,
but the HLOD for the codominant model dropped from over

Figure 3. Evidence for an obesity linkage to 4p15–14 after female carriers of R125W were excluded from the linkage analysis. The solid line plots the HLOD
for 4p15–14 using a female-only BMI phenotype and codominant inheritance model as previously described (14). The dashed line is the HLOD from the same
analysis, except all the females with R125W were given an unknown phenotype. HLOD is plotted on the y-axis and physical position (in Mb) on the x-axis.
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9.0 to 2.8. The remaining linkage evidence (HLOD of 2.8),
and the fact that not all of the linked pedigrees segregated
R125W (Table 1), may indicate that there are additional
disease-causing variants in TBC1D1 that are yet to be discov-
ered. If true, these variants most likely reside in genomic
regions that were not resequenced (e.g. non-coding regulatory
elements).

The above evidence that implicates TBC1D1 in obesity pre-
disposition derives from an analysis of linked pedigrees. In
positional cloning projects, researchers may attempt to
confirm gene discoveries by looking for evidence of disease
association in unrelated cases. However, those studies may
lack sufficient power to detect disease associations in the
context of complex genetics. This is particularly true if
non-additive gene/gene interactions are an important factor
in determining disease risk. Nevertheless, we attempted to
show that the R125W allele was enriched in random obesity
cases. We genotyped position 125 in TBC1D1 in 173 unre-
lated affected females (BMI � 35) derived from Utah but
not included in our linkage analysis. However, R125W was
not enriched in this set of random cases (28/346 versus
77/846 in population controls, P ¼ 0.33).

Evidence for gene/gene interactions in obesity
predisposition

Given the negative result of our association study with R125W
when cases were not derived from the linked pedigrees, we
considered the possibility that R125W conferred risk for
obesity only in the context of specific gene/gene interaction(s).
We reasoned that it might be possible to detect these interact-
ing loci and, in so doing, provide independent genetic evi-
dence that TBC1D1 is involved in obesity.

To identify interacting loci, we used the six families that
segregated R125W with obesity (43601, 7380, 708201,
722801, 72561 and 7135101) in a subsequent genome search
for obesity predisposition genes (see Table 2 for a summary
of the pedigrees used for each stage in this study). In these
pedigrees, the majority of affected females carry the W
allele (Table 1). As we were trying to detect interacting loci,
we employed the same genetic analysis that led to the discov-
ery of TBC1D1. Specifically, we used a female-only BMI phe-
notype, and a genetic model for which BMI values were used
to determine the likelihood that a subject carried a disease
allele (14). In addition, as interacting alleles were likely to
be common (given the strong 4p15–14 linkage evidence),
multigenerational families were divided into two-generation
segments. The small size of each pedigree reduced the prob-
ability of intrafamilial genetic heterogeneity. The resultant

HLOD scores were biased at 4p15–14 (as pedigrees were
selected on the basis of genotype at that location) but were
unbiased in the rest of the genome. The results of the
genome search are shown in Fig. 4. In addition to the expected
linkage at 4p15–14, we saw an HLOD of 2.8 at 4q34–35.
These regions are genetically unlinked. As we completed
four genome searches for interacting loci, an HLOD of 2.8
is only suggestive evidence for linkage. However, it should
be noted that the pedigree set was very small and had
limited power to detect genetic linkage.

To further investigate the 4q linkage, we developed a dense
STR marker map across a 32 cM interval around the peak
HLOD score from the genomic search. In addition, we ascer-
tained 18 additional obesity families that segregated R125W
with obesity. The families were selected according to the
rule that each family had to contain at least two female sib-
lings with BMIs � 35, and these affected females had to
carry the W allele of TBC1D1. These families were not
included in our previous analysis. With 19 additional
markers, the 24 families (18 plus the six in the genome
search) were analyzed for linkage at 4q34–35 with the same
models and phenotype as used in the genome search. As a
result, the total HLOD in the interval increased to 5.1
(Fig. 5). The 2-LOD linkage interval is from D4S1529 to
D4S3051. Without conditioning the analysis on R125W, the
linkage evidence at 4q34–35 is only suggestive (HLOD of
1.7, data not shown). Interestingly, other groups also have
observed suggestive linkage evidence at 4q34 for
obesity-related phenotypes, including high BMI (17,18).

The discovery of a gene/gene interaction was not a prespe-
cified condition for identifying TBC1D1 as an obesity gene.
Therefore, it was critical that we replicate the evidence for
the interaction in an independent set of families. The 18
families that were selected solely because they segregated
R125W with obesity satisfy this requirement. When we
included only these families in our linkage analysis, they gen-
erated an HLOD of 2.8 in the 4q34–25 interval (Fig. 5). This
result was obtained without the multiple testing inherent in a
genome search and therefore provided strong support for the
presence of an interacting locus at 4q34–35 (HLOD
P ¼ 0.0004).

R125W is in a PTB domain

There is a good evidence to suggest that R125W might affect
the TBC1D1 function. The change results in a non-
conservative amino acid substitution. Also, the variant
occurs in a phosphotyrosine-binding (PTB) domain (Fig. 6).
PTB domains in other proteins have been extensively

Table 2. Summary of pedigrees used in this study

Pedigree set (N ) Analysis Result

Pedigrees with clusters of affected females (37); see Stone et al. (14) Linkage 4p15–14 linkage evidence
4p15–14-linked pedigrees (9) Association R125W associated with obesity
4p15–14-linked pedigrees that segregate R125W with obesity (6) Linkage (two-generation segments) 4q34–35 linkage evidence
Independent pedigrees with clusters of affected subjects that also

segregate R125W with obesity (18)
Linkage (two-generation segments) Replication of 4q34–35 linkage evidence
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studied, including using site-directed mutagenesis to investi-
gate structure–function relationships within the domain
(19–22). Some of these studies have shown that altering an
R at a position corresponding to R125 in TBC1D1 affected
the binding properties of the PTB domain (19,21). In addition,
on the basis of sequence in the public domain, R125 has been
conserved as either R or Q (glutamine) throughout mammalian
evolution (data not shown).

Analysis of genetic disequilibrium between R125W
and surrounding SNPs

Although there are strong arguments to suggest that R125W
may affect gene function and cause disease, it remained poss-
ible that R125W was not the causal variant. Rather, R125W
may be in linkage disequilibrium (LD) with another variant
that actually causes obesity.

If R125W was not causal, then the bona fide disease variant
should be shared by a majority of the 4p15–14-linked pedi-
grees that contained R125W. To identify candidate variants,
we resequenced the genomic region around R125W that was
shared in common by the six R125W-containing families
from Table 1. The shared SNP haplotype spanned 9.7 kb of
genomic DNA and contained 17 variable positions (Fig. 7).
On the basis of the genetic criteria described earlier, we did
not find any SNPs that were more likely than R125W to
cause obesity. We did find four variants that were in complete
disequilibrium with R125W. But in contrast to R125W, these

four variants are unlikely to affect gene function. They are in
intronic regions that were not conserved through evolution,
and they are far removed from intron/exon junctions.

Of course, the possibility remains that R125W is in long-
range disequilibrium with a variant elsewhere in genome.
However, on the basis of the most recent version of the
HapMap (23), there is no evidence of extended LD in the
region that contains R125W, and in fact, there is little evi-
dence for extensive LD in the entire TBC1D1 region (data
not shown).

Analysis of the TBC1D1 protein sequence

TBC1D1 has been characterized as being differentially
expressed during mast cell differentiation (24). Nothing else
is known about the biological function of TBC1D1.
However, functional clues can be derived from an analysis
of primary protein sequence of TBC1D1. TBC1D1 contains
two conserved protein domains (Fig. 6). As mentioned
earlier, the protein contains a PTB domain at its N-terminus.
PTB domains are typically involved in protein/protein
interactions that are often, but not always, dependent on the
phosphorylation status of tyrosine residues on the binding
partner (20). At the C-terminus, the protein contains a TBC
(Tre-2/BUB2/Cdc16) domain. TBC domains are assumed
to have Rab GAP activity and therefore possibly regulate
Rab family small molecular weight GTPases (25,26). The
protein also contains smaller conserved sequence elements.

Figure 4. Results of the genome search for obesity loci using only the six 4p15–14-linked families (LOD � 1) that also segregated R125W with obesity. The
colored lines correspond to the results from four different linkage analyses: purple, NPL; red, codominant model; green, dominant model; blue, recessive model.
The phenotype is females-only BMI (14). HLOD or NPL score is plotted on the y-axis and marker positions (by cM position) are plotted on the x-axis. Vertical
dashed lines delimit the chromosomes. Chromosome numbers (odd only) are indicated across the top of the figure.
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Specifically, we have identified potential phosphorylation sites
for AKT, 50AMP-activated kinase (AMPK) and protein kinase
A (PKA). Finally, the peptide contains a potential calmodulin-
binding site (27). The order and number of conserved protein
domains in TBC1D1 have been conserved in AS160 (28), a
closely related paralog to TBC1D1 on chromosome 13
(Fig. 6). Overall, the AS160 and TBC1D1 proteins are 50%
identical.

Tissue-specific expression of TBC1D1

We examined the tissue distribution of the TBC1D1 transcript
by northern analysis. Northern blots containing RNA from
various tissues were probed with a portion of the 30 coding

sequence of the TBC1D1 mRNA (Fig. 6). TBC1D1 is
expressed predominantly in muscular tissues (e.g. heart, skel-
etal muscle and uterus) (Fig. 8). We also investigated
TBC1D1 expression by qualitative RT–PCR (TaqManw

assay). In general, these results supported the data from north-
ern blots, but also indicated relatively high levels of TBC1D1
mRNA in fat and lung tissue (data not shown). Some of the
tissues with high levels of TBC1D1 expression (specifically
muscle and fat) are very important targets for insulin signal-
ing, and the tissue specificity closely matches the expression
pattern of AS160 (29).

DISCUSSION

The genetic evidence presented in this paper implicates the
R125W variant of TBC1D1 in obesity predisposition. In
summary, we found that the W allele of TBC1D1: (i) segregates
with affected females in a majority of the 4p15–14-linked
obesity-prone pedigrees; (ii) is enriched on disease-associated
haplotypes (P ¼ 0.000007) and (iii) accounts for the majority
of the linkage evidence at 4p15–14.

In addition, we found that linkage analysis conditioned on
R125W generated significant evidence for an obesity predis-
position locus at 4q34–35. This result suggests that R125W
interacts with a gene at 4q34–35 in determining the risk for
obesity and therefore leads to three important results. First,
it identifies the location of a second obesity predisposition
gene. Second, it indicates that gene/gene interactions are an
important determinant of obesity predisposition. This is not

Figure 5. Results of adding additional markers and families to the linkage analysis of the 4q34–35 interval. The analysis employed a female-only BMI
phenotype and codominant inheritance model as previously described (14). The colored lines correspond to different pedigree sets: red, six 4p15–14-linked
pedigrees (LOD � 1) that also segregated R125W with obesity; green, 18 additional pedigrees that were selected because they segregated R125W with
obesity; blue, all 24 families analyzed together. HLOD is plotted on the y-axis and physical position (in Mb) is plotted on the x-axis.

Figure 6. Schematic alignment of TBCD1 and AS160. The highlighted
features include: PTB domains ( , at 21–159 and 281–387); R125W
( ); a potential AMPK phosphorylation site (R, at 232–241); potential
AKT phosphorylation sites (P, at 502–507 and 591–506); a potential PKA
phosphorylation site (Q, at 657–661); a calmodulin-binding site ( , at
715–738); a TBC domain ( , at 797–1017). All positions are the
amino acid coordinates for TBCD1. The broken line in TBC1D1 represents
a gap that was introduced to improve the alignment. The dashed line above
TBC1D1 indicates the approximate position of the probe used for northern
analysis.
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an unexpected result. In fact, many investigators have argued
that gene/gene interactions are likely to be common in
complex genetic diseases including obesity (9–11,30,31).
Our results provide evidence that gene/gene interactions can
play a role in disease predisposition. Third, the conditional
linkage analysis dramatically strengthens the case that
TBC1D1 is an obesity predisposition gene. The other genetic
arguments presented in this paper (segregation, enrichment,
etc.) are based on observations of R125W in linked pedigrees,
and generated the hypothesis that TBC1D1 was an obesity
predisposition gene. In contrast, the conditioned linkage was
performed after the disease candidacy of TBC1D1 was estab-
lished. The conditioned linkage is independent of our original
observations and therefore strongly supports a role for
TBC1D1 in obesity predisposition. Of course, a replication
of this specific hypothesis (i.e. the epistatic relationship
between R125W and the gene at 4q34–35) in a different
population would significantly strengthen our conclusions.

Association studies are difficult to interpret in the context of
complex genetic interactions (32). Our evidence that TBC1D1
interacts with a locus at 4q34–35 exemplifies the complexity
underlying obesity predisposition. In this case, R125W confers
risk for obesity only in the context of a specific gene/gene
interaction. As a result, our association study had limited
power to detect a disease association. In fact, we were
unable to show that the W allele of TBC1D1 is enriched in

random severely obese cases. In contrast, the families in our
original linkage analysis were selected for a strong family
history of severe obesity. This selection may have enriched
for cases that simultaneously segregated multiple obesity sus-
ceptibility variants. Also, the lack of disease association in
random cases may indicate that R125W only accounts for a
small fraction of the population risk for severe obesity.
Although the allele is relatively common in the general popu-
lation (allele frequency of 0.09), the frequency of the genetic
background that includes the gene/gene interaction(s) that is
necessary to increase disease risk is unknown and could be
much lower.

Our data suggest that both TBC1D1 and 4q34–35 may
interact with additional genes to confer disease susceptibility.
To identify the interaction, families segregating R125W were
divided into two-generation nuclear families. As a result of
our selection criteria, every two-generation family segregated
the W allele with obesity, but they did not all support an
obesity linkage at 4q34–35. Furthermore, in the families
that did support 4q34–35, not every affected female carried
the W allele of TBC1D1. These data suggest that the genetics
underlying obesity predisposition are very complex. TBC1D1
and a gene at 4q34–35 may interact with each other to confer
disease risk. But, it also appears that they can confer obesity
risk independently of each other, perhaps by interacting with
other, as yet unidentified obesity-related genes.

Figure 8. Expression of TBC1D1 mRNA in various human tissues. The northern blots were probed with [a-32P]-labeled cDNA fragment corresponding to the
30 end of the TBC1D1 coding region. The blots were also hybridized with a probe for b-actin to control for amount of mRNA in each lane (lower panel). Muscle
and heart tissue contain a smaller isoform of b-actin that is not used for tissue-to-tissue comparison.

Figure 7. SNP-based haplotype shared by the 4p15–14-linked families that segregated R125W with obesity. The SNP alleles shaded in yellow are on the shared
haplotype. The boundaries of the sequenced region were defined by identifying two ancient recombination break-points on each end of the interval. Family 43601
contained two R125W haplotypes and both are indicated. The SNPs colored red were in complete disequilibrium with R125W. SNPs marked with an asterisk
were analyzed by the HapMap consortium and those without rs numbers are not in the public domain.
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The genetic data presented here provide a strong evidence
that links TBC1D1 with severe obesity. However, there are
alternative interpretations of the data. For example, there may
be a gene at 4p15–14 (but not TBC1D1) that interacts with a
gene at 4q34–35 to confer obesity risk. In this scenario, select-
ing families that are linked to 4p15–14 (regardless of whether
they carry R125W) will enrich for families that generate linkage
evidence to 4q34–35. However, two results oppose this view.
First, 4p15–14 linked families (LOD � 1) that do not segregate
R125W with obesity also do not generate linkage evidence at
4q34–35 (data not shown). And second, solely on the basis
of segregation of R125W with obesity, we selected an indepen-
dent family set that supported the linkage at 4q34–35.

The function of TBC1D1 is unknown, but it may be a reg-
ulator of either glucose or fatty acid transporters. Briefly, these
transporters are sequestered on vesicles inside the cell and
transported to the cell surface in response to certain extracellu-
lar signals (e.g. insulin) (33,34). This functional assignment is
based on three observations. First, TBC1D1 is expressed pre-
ferentially in tissues that are important depots for both glucose
and fatty acids. Second, TBC1D1 is a member of the protein
family that contains TBC domains. TBC domains are known
regulators of Rab GTPases, which in turn are known regula-
tors of vesicle trafficking (35,36). This includes the regulation
of vesicles that contain the glucose transporter, GLUT4. Third,
TBC1D1 is closely related to AS160, and AS160 has been
shown to be a regulator of GLUT4 (28,37). The proteins are
50% identical, share the number and relative order of all func-
tional domains and have largely overlapping tissue-specific
expression patterns. However, there is at least one important
difference between AS160 and TBC1D1. The region including
R125W is not conserved between these two proteins, which
suggests that despite their similarities, TBC1D1 and AS160
have at least some different functions.

The proposed function for TBC1D1 is reasonable for a gene
involved in obesity predisposition. Systemic energy balance is
normally achieved, at least in part, by regulating the transport
of calories into cells (38–40). Perhaps, sequence variation in
TBC1D1 alters caloric disposal in insulin sensitive tissues.
Over time, and in combination with interacting variants else-
where in the genome, this caloric shift could lead to obesity
and perhaps other metabolic disorders. Of course, given
incomplete information, it is difficult to predict the exact mol-
ecular etiology of TBC1D1-induced obesity. For example, we
cannot currently predict how R125W affects the TBC1D1
function. As the variation occurs in a protein interaction
domain, we assume that R125W alters the normal regulation
of TBC1D1. However, we cannot predict whether the altera-
tion results in more or less enzymatic activity (or perhaps it
results in a novel activity). Clearly, there remains much to
learn about how TBC1D1 confers obesity risk. The identifi-
cation of the gene underlying the obesity locus at 4q34–35
should be very instructive in this regard.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Pedigrees and subjects

Our pedigree collection has been described previously
(14,41). Briefly, we collected pedigrees from two sources.

The majority of families were selected from the Utah
population-based Health Family Tree Program (42). Other
families were collected from a consecutive series of over
8000 gastric bypass patients in a local registry begun in
1980 by a group of surgeons (43). Population controls were
derived from two sources. First, we used 90 CEPH (Centre
d’Etude du Polymorphisme Humain) EBV immortalized cell
lines from unrelated Utah-born subjects (ATCC). Second,
we collected and used 333 unrelated subjects from the Utah
population. All subjects ascertained specifically for this
study signed a consent form and the University of Utah Insti-
tutional Review Board approved this investigation.

Pedigrees were selected for the 4q34–35 linkage analysis
on the basis of whether or not the R125W variant in
TBC1D1 segregated with obesity. To enable high throughput
genotyping of R125W, the SNP was developed into a
TaqMan assay (Applied BioSystems). After all the subjects
in obesity pedigrees were genotyped, the pedigrees were
manually inspected for segregation of R125W with obesity.
The selection rule was as follows: selected pedigrees had at
least two affected sisters (BMI � 35) that carried R125W.
Pedigree founders were selected to eliminate portions of the
pedigree that did not contain R125W. The final pedigree
was formed by unilineal descent from the selected founders,
to include all of their ascertained posterity. The resultant
HLOD scores were biased at 4p15–14, as genotype at
TBC1D1 was included in the selection criteria, but unbiased
in the rest of the genome.

Phenotypes

Height was measured by a stadiometer in bare feet with the
head in the Frankfort plane and with examiner prompts to
maintain a straight back and posture. Weight was measured
by an electronic scale that weighs to a maximum of 800 lbs.
(Scaletronic, Sharp, Inc.). BMI was calculated in kg/m2. For
subjects with gastric bypass surgery, greatest measured or
reported BMI was used instead of current BMI. Subjects
less than 15 years of age and deceased pedigree members
were defined as having an unknown phenotype. For the
female-specific phenotype used in this study, males were
defined as having an unknown phenotype.

Genotyping and STR markers

For the genome search data, genotyping and marker develop-
ment have been previously described (14). After identification
of linkage at 4q34–35, 19 additional markers (di-, tri- and
tetra-nucleotide repeats) were developed within a 32 cM inter-
val centered on the peak of LOD (average marker spacing of
1.7 cM). The relative order of the markers within this interval
was determined by using the UCSC Draft Human Genome
Browser at http://genome.ucsc.edu/ (International Human
Genome Sequencing Consortium 2001, 2003 and 2004), and
the genetic positions of the markers were defined according
to the default settings on the May 2004 version of the
USCS genome browser sex-averaged genetic map (http://
genome.ucsc.edu/cgi-bin/hgTrackUi?hgsid=64361850&c=chr4&
g=recombRate). Inheritance of alleles was verified using the
PedCheck program (44). Samples with incompatible calls
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were generally regenotyped. The marker data for a family
were set to missing if the incompatibility could not be
resolved. The average completeness of genotyping was 95%
after incompatibilities were set to zero.

Statistical analysis

The linkage analysis employed in this paper has been
described previously. Briefly, haplotype solutions were deter-
mined by MCLINK (45) and LOD-score calculations
employed affecteds-only versions of dominant, codominant
and recessive genetic models. BMI values were used as a
quantitative trait. Specifically, a logistic distribution was
used to calculate the BMI-dependent ratio of the sporadic
rate to the penetrance (14). We also used a non-parametric
analysis (NPL) to generate a linkage statistic (46). All
P-values reported for comparisons between cases and controls
were one-sided and calculated using Fisher’s exact test. This
test generates exact P-values for both large and small
sample sizes.

Selection of samples for resequencing

As mentioned earlier, haplotypes were generated and segre-
gation patterns determined by the program MCLINK (45).
Each haplotype was based on STR markers and was distinctly
different from haplotypes in other families. We selected nine
pedigrees with the strongest linkage evidence to 4p15–14
(LOD score �1.0) when analyzed with a dominant genetic
model. We focused on the dominant model to insure that
there was a simple relationship between haplotype that
co-segregated with obesity (i.e. the disease-associated hap-
loytpe) and LOD score. As we focused on families that gener-
ated LOD scores under a dominant model, the assignment of
disease-associated haplotypes was straightforward (for an
example, see Fig. 2). In contrast, the relationship between hap-
lotype and LOD score under other parametric or non-
parametric analyses can be very complicated.

Most of nine selected families with LOD score �1.0 were
described in Stone et al. (14) (Table 4 in that publication
lists all families with LOD score over 1.0 at D4S3350).
However, 72561 and 11135 were not included in that table.
They generated LOD scores over 1.0 in the linkage interval,
but their linkage scores were less than 1.0 at D4S3350.

From each selected pedigree, we identified subjects for rese-
quencing so that DNA variants could be assigned to a particu-
lar haplotype (Fig. 2). In general, the subjects shared the
disease-associated haplotype, and this allowed us to make a
direct but putative determination of whether the variants
found during resequencing co-segregated with the disease.
The assignment to the disease-associated haplotype could
be confirmed later by resequencing additional pedigree
members. In total, 18 individuals that carried 10 disease-
associated haplotypes were selected for resequencing. In
general, there was one selected haplotype for each family.
The exception was pedigree 43601, which contained two
haplotypes that segregated with obesity. Genomic DNA was
isolated from the selected subjects and used as template for
the resequencing reactions.

Gene identification and assembly

We defined the region of interest (linkage interval) from
4-MYR0264 to D4S1581. Using UCSC’s assemblies of
NCBI’s draft human genome sequence from April 2001 to
August 2001 and then NCBI’s assemblies from December
2001 to July 2003 as represented on the UCSC Genome
Browser, 16 genes were identified in this interval using
NCBI’s Reference Sequence, Human mRNA and Human
EST databases. These genes were identified by searching the
NCBI databases for hits using the BLAST program and by
visualizing the annotations on the UCSC Genome Browser
Interface (http://genome.ucsc.edu). The linkage interval in
the most recent assembly (NCBI Build 35, May 2004) spans
7.45 Mb and includes two gaps. Several genes were extended
using 50- and 30-RACE.

Resequencing

PCR amplification was used to generate products to screen for
segregating variants in all identified genes located within the
linkage interval. To conserve DNA, a primary amplicon was
created using genomic DNA (10–20 ng) and a 25-cycle
amplification. The primary amplicon was then diluted
45-fold and used as template to amplify several secondary
amplicons using nested M13-tailed primers for an additional
25 cycles. If a particular amplicon proved difficult to
sequence, then it was resequenced after only a single round
of amplification with M13-tailed primers using 10 ng
genomic DNA and 35 cycles. All samples were amplified
with Taq Platinum (Invitrogen) DNA polymerase. PCR
cycles included an initial denaturation at 968C (12 s), anneal-
ing at 578C (15 s) and extension at 728C (30–60 s). Excess
primers and deoxynucleotide triphosphates from M13-tailed
PCR products were digested with exonuclease I (United
States Biochemicals) and shrimp alkaline phosphatase
(Amersham). PCR products were sequenced with M13
forward and reverse fluorescent (Big Dye, ABI) dye-labeled
primers on ABI 3730 sequencers.

The R125W variant identified in TBC1D1 resulted from a
change of C to T at nucleotide position 716 in reference
sequence NM_015173. As yet, no rs number has been
assigned to this SNP.

Northern analysis

Human multiple tissue northern blots, poly Aþ RNA mem-
branes (Clontech and Research Genetics), were hybridized
overnight at 428C with [a-32P]-labeled cDNA probe (prepared
by Random Primed StripAble-DNA Probe Kit, Strip-EZ DNA,
Ambion). The cDNA probe was generated by PCR and con-
tained nucleotides 3306–4134 on reference sequence
NM_015173. After hybridization, the final wash was per-
formed in 0.1% SDS and 0.1� SSC at 558C. To measure
the total amount of poly Aþ RNA in each lane, the blots
were rehybridized with [a-32P]-labeled cDNA probes for cel-
lular actin (b-actin) and a probe for the ribosomal protein gene
17 (rp17, data not shown).
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